thing to real motor racing

LAYOUT VERSATILITY
The variety of track available with Aurora AFX makes almost any layout possible.

The modular bridge beams and extensions give over and under racing to provide equal opportunity circuits and space-saving attraction.

SIMPLICITY
Aurora AFX layouts are quick and easy to build with the unique Quickee-lok™ key plug-in assembly. The pre-wired colour-coded terminal track accepts yellow plugs from speed controllers and the red plug from the 12v transformer.

PRECISION
Aurora AFX cars are superbly engineered to the most exacting standards, with full regard to simple service and maintenance.

INVolVEMENT
The speed control and precision of Aurora AFX model motor racing make it the closest thing to real motor racing. The full range of accessories make it possible to design your own special circuit and even enjoy recreating at home the thrills of your favourite Aurora AFX Formula 1 Championship or Grand Prix circuit. Tomorrow’s World Champions race Aurora AFX today.
NEW

**Police Car**
The thrill of the chase with flashing lights.

Police Car
With authentic alternate flashing roof lights for all the thrills of a high speed chase.

**Flex-Track**
A revolutionary new advance in model Motor racing.

Flex-Track™ can be curved, humped, dipped or banked to add a whole new dimension to your circuit layouts.

**Electronic Lap Timer & Counter**
Time trials electronically recorded with split second accuracy.

Time trials electronically recorded with split second accuracy. Aurora brings electronics to model motor racing with this proven electronic concept. Just like Mario Andretti on the real Grand Prix circuit.
**Data Race™**

Electronics brings even more skill and excitement to motor racing

Data Race™, the ultimate in model motor racing. Data Race takes Aurora AFX into the 80's. Data Race allows you to simulate a real Grand Prix. Programme the number of laps you decide, set the 'start' button and listen to the count-down and starting gun. Every lap is timed and counted, but watch out — you may be low on petrol and have to pull into the pits to refuel. There's even a musical victory salute for the winner!

---

**Team Trucks**

The 'heavies' of the racing world add authenticity to your layouts

Team trucks — how's this for excitement! Life-like team trucks with operating headlights for added realism. The truck comes with a full selection of decals for you to decorate in your own choice of team colours.

---

**AURORA AFX**

World Championship Motor Racing

World Championship International Racing Team

Two new items for the enthusiast. A G+PLUS, Formula 1 Lola car with a comprehensive set of international decals to decorate the car in the colours of your own country. The super Ford Capri Rally Saloon will look great in any one of the 18 versions provided.
Over 212cm/7ft of over and under racing track set includes 2 Magna Traction® cars, 2 Russkit® Speed Controllers, bridge beams with extensions, guard rails and a Quikkee-Lok® key.
Over 273cm/9ft of over and under racing track with 2 Magnatraction cars, 2 Russkit® Speed Controllers, bridge beams with extensions, guard rails, trackside banners and a Quikkee-Lok® key plus one 91cm/36" length of new Aurora Flextrack™.

Alternative layouts
Here are some of the many layouts which can be built from this set.